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Connect work teams, 
anywhere, anytime... 
and on any device.



Instant group and one-to-one  
communication... with Chatter PTT 
everyone’s just a tap away. 

Instant & secure  
voice communications

One to one or  
multiple groups

Instant text and  
image messaging

Unite mobile and two-way 
radio networks



Unify your communications 
and operations with group 
two-way communication, 
using your existing devices... 
That’s Chatter PTT.

With Chatter PTT you can merge 
communications across your 
organisation, using the existing 
devices your people work with 
every day – whether they be 
mobile phones,  
tablets, laptops and scanners or 
two-way radios.

Chatter PTT is designed to offer 
a business critical resilient group 
communication and data 
platform for small, medium and 
large enterprise customers who 
are seeking an enhanced way  
of communicating.

It connects your current 
communication devices onto  
a single platform and can also 
provide GPS tracking of your 
devices, allowing full visibility  
of your people and assets.

Chatter PTT have built a Push  
to Talk network service in 
Australia and New Zealand 
which optimises quality of 
service and ensures calls are 
connected instantly. 

Chatter PTT is a truly intelligent 
group communication solution 
for your entire workforce.
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We track our trucks’ GPS location 
and exchange information about 
road conditions with our drivers…...  
That’s how we Chatter PTT.

Connecting Chatter PTT to a cellular /WiFi network



Improve productivity, reduce  
down-time and increase control  
by connecting two-way radios with  
smart phones and smart devices.

Instant group and one-to-one communication
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We advise our warehouse 
team of last-minute changes 
in cargo requirements, to 
eliminate unnecessary trips...… 
That’s how we Chatter PTT.



Tap into any existing two-way 
radio network - digital, 
analogue or trunking system 
- using your existing mobile 
devices... That’s Chatter PTT.  

When a RoIP gateway is 
connected to a two-way radio 
network, Chatter PTT can 
transmit communications  
from a smart device into  
that network, avoiding the  
need for costly network or 
hardware upgrades.

Unlike other Push to Talk 
applications, Chatter PTT  
is integrated into the radio 
system infrastructure to deliver 
system scalability and a much 
more ‘radio like’ experience. 

Each smart device connecting  
to the radio network requires a 
Chatter PTT License, as does  
the RoIP gateway. The two-way 
radios in the network can also 
talk to the Chatter PTT enabled 
smart devices, as simply as if 
they were another radio within 
their network.  
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We talk to our team using two-way 
radios across our large site, from 
our smart phones and laptops…...
That’s how we Chatter PTT.

Connecting Chatter PTT to a two-way radio network



Communicate messages and share 
data across your entire organisation,  
regardless of the devices your team  
are using and their location. 

We communicate traffic conditions 
and suggest the best route to our 
drivers on the road to avoid delays...…  
That’s how we Chatter PTT.

We track our vehicles’  
locations so we are able to  
dispatch the closet driver to  
our customers pick up requests...…  
That’s how we Chatter PTT.

Install Chatter PTT on your existing 
smart devices today.

www.ChatterPTT.com


